PART I: PHONETICS – 10 points
I. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others.
II. Choose the word whose stress pattern is different from the others.
4. C  5. B

PART II: GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY – 50 points
I. Choose the correct answer to complete the sentences.
II. Put the verbs in the brackets into the correct form/ tense.
1. looked/ had tried  2. (should) take  3. was learning / had  4. are served/ is written  5. is being considered
III. Supply the correct form of the capitalized words.
1. traditionally  2. financial  3. treatment  4. inspirational  5. contestants
IV. Fill each of the blank with the most suitable preposition.
1. with  2. of  3. in  4. of  5. of
V. Complete the sentences using: but, so, yet, for, or, nor.
1. but/ yet  2. for  3. or  4. so  5. nor
VI. The verbs in the following sentences are incorrect form. Underline the mistakes and correct them.
1. smiles -> is smiling  2. than -> to  3. free -> freedom  4. to plant -> plant  5. to -> on

PART III: READING
I. Read the passage below and choose the best answer (A, B, C or .D) to each question.
II. Read the passage carefully and choose the correct answer to each of the questions.
III. Choose the correct answer that best fits each of the blank spaces.

PART IV: WRITING
I. Rewrite the sentences, beginning with the words given so that the meanings stay the same as the first ones.
1. It is a three- hour drive from Hai Phong to Ha Noi.
2. I wish they hadn’t closed the shop at lunch time.
3. My father told me he would help me to repair my motorbike the next day.
4. Every day my bed room is vacuumed.
5. When I arrived, David had gone home.
6. Only when their second child was born did Alice and Charles decide to move to a bigger house.
7. If it hadn’t been for my father’s money, we couldn’t have managed.
8. The patient will be asked to lie down by the acupuncturist.
9. Despite being severely disabled, she participated in many sports.
   Despite her severe disability, she participated in many sports.
10. Laura is said to have won a special prize at the annual musical.